
› Stand-alone machine for 24-hour operation

› Flexible mix of rolls with patented  

 TopRoll® technology

› Automatic inventory

› Simple administration via the intranet

› Extensive service and support portfolio

HESS CoinRoll 111
coin roll dispenser

Flexible mix of rolls

Administration and 
monitoring in real 
time

Around the clock 
service
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Facts and figures about  
the HESS CoinRoll 111

› Capacity: 770 to 1,300 coin rolls
› selection of up to 8 denomina- 
 tions possible
› Touch screen – high resolution  
 15“ TFT monitor
› Width: 700 mm, Height: 1,800 mm,  
 Depth: 1,045 mm
› Weight: 535 kg

Frontload

Max. number of magazines

Hess TopRoll® technology

Number of denominations  
(coin roll magazines)

Note output & coin acceptance

HESS CoinRoll 111
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HESS CoinRoll 111 coin roll dispenser

Flexibility and protection  
of your investment in one 

You will remain flexible thanks to  
the HESS TopRoll® technology for  
up to 40 coin roll magazines.

The CoinRoll 111 can be filled easily 
and individually from the front at any 
location and at any time of the day. 
That way you are well prepared for 
every requirement.

Time-saving

The HESS CoinRoll 111 reliably recog-
nises when the coin roll magazines 
are empty and automatically logs all 
quantities.

You always have in formation available 
on the current stock and avoid the te-
dious process of checking this manu-
ally. Thanks to the fact that it can be 

operated intuitively, the CoinRoll 111 
is very popular to use and eases the 
burden on the counter service.

Freedom in selecting the  
denomination and  
everything under control

The customer selects the required 
denomination of coins or notes for  
the money that is being exchanged. 

If the desired total to be issued does not 
reach the value of the deposited bank 
note(s), the difference is simply paid out 
in loose coins. With the Hess Webmaster, 
you have a useful tool for local adminis-
tration and an automatic inventory.

Options for even 
greater convenience

Also manage the HESS CoinRoll 111 
remotely using the HESS WebMaster.

This means that you can manage 
stocks in real time from your work-
place, request sales volumes, make 
entries or analyse transactions. You 
can identify your users by means  
of the card reader. With the Hess 
Connector Interface, data can be 
ex changed with a server and entire 
groups of machines can be managed 
from one location. 

Totally flexible thanks to patented  
TopRoll® technology
The Hess CoinRoll machines dispense coin rolls and exchange money into the requested coins and notes. The patented coin roll 

rack guarantees flexibility and can be individually set up at any location. In addition, each of our coin roll dispensers saves you  

valuable time: they automatically recognise the coin status and log all quantities. Incidentally, they can also be integrated into 

local networks without any difficulty. This allows you to monitor and manage them from the comfort of your workplace.
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HESS Cash Systems GmbH & Co. KG
Robert-Bosch-straße 30
71106 Magstadt | Germany
Telephone +49 7159 4009-0
Telefax +49 7159 4009-148
info@hess.de | www.hess.de


